This journey to the grandest and most beautiful libraries of the world will make you fall in love with books all over again.

Libraries are so much more than collections of books. They are archives of knowledge, spaces of study, sources of inspiration and connection. Among the world’s most universal and democratic places, they are also outstanding icons of architecture that represent the societies that built them. *Temples of Books* celebrates the world’s oldest and grandest shrines to the written word, as well as new and tiny ones: from baroque palaces to micro-libraries made of recycled plastics, and the unlikely ones in between. Looking at the diverse architecture of global libraries throughout the ages, *Temples of Books* goes further and explores the very idea of libraries themselves. This is a book about the beauty of books, a book for book lovers and for those who believe in the power of ideas.

**WHAT TO EXPECT**

- A journey around the world through the lens of its libraries revealing how varied their purpose can be
- Portraits of some of the oldest, most beautiful, smallest, and strangest libraries
- Reflections on the importance of libraries in our increasingly digital world

*MARIANNE JULIA STRAUSS* is a German travel writer who turned her curiosity into a job. For ten years, she has roamed the world writing about the good things in life, covering love and motorcycles, books, bars and everything in between. Her first book, *Do You Read Me?*, published by gestalten, surveyed the most inspiring and independent bookshops around the world.
A Masterful Monolith of Privacy

A Masterful Monolith of Privacy

BRICK BY BRICK

Architecture and Interiors
Built with Bricks

The venerable brick is one of the oldest and most sustainable building materials in the world. It is simple yet versatile, modest yet resilient, global in usage yet local in appearance. Recently, young architects have been rediscovering the circular use of brick and embraced its warm, aesthetic appeal to design some of the most exciting buildings of the day.

Brick by Brick showcases the best examples of modern brick applications, with a focus on residential buildings and interiors. These forward-looking projects from around the globe push the boundaries of brick architecture and design. Brick by Brick reveals how traditional forms are revitalized and made contemporary, and how this LEGO block of human civilization can help build our future.

WHAT TO EXPECT

- A rich, global selection of the best recent residential projects and interiors made of brick
- Comprehensive profiles of buildings, including descriptive texts, practical insights from the architects, professional photographs, and technical drawings and/or floor plans
- In-depth features on outstanding architectural studios to illustrate both historical and contemporary uses of brick
- Reflections on the versatility and sustainability of this time-honored material

Creatively laying the bricks of tomorrow: how an ancient material is building the future.
DESIGNING FOR HAPPINESS

WHERE DO WE GO AFTER MINIMALISM? COLORFUL, CURVY, AND OCCASIONALLY CHAOTIC, EXPRESSIVE DESIGN IS ELEVATING INTERIORS TO JOYFUL NEW HEIGHTS.

Bright homes with a splash: discover colorful interiors that will make you smile and feel alive.

Home has become even more central than it ever was. It is now a space for life, for work, and also for play. When we spend so much time inside, in one place, interiors have to be exciting, stimulating, cheerful. House of Joy is exactly that: it presents the freshest trends in playful interior design. Colors jump from furniture to kaleidoscopic walls. Lines become squiggly and bold. The palette is warm and full, and not shy of extravagance.

Step into an iridescent micro-flat in Tokyo, onto a speckled terrace in London, or into a vivacious wine bar in Moscow. Get inspired by the designers who’ve had enough of the drab and sombre. House of Joy is the perfect antidote for those who are starved of color and patterns, and who want their rooms to ooze with life.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• Design ideas from around the world to create playful interiors for everyday delight
• Meet the more innovative designers leading the change and discover their products of choice
• Tips and tricks to liven up drab interiors with a pop of color, bold patterns or arches

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

THE HOUSE OF GLAM
Lux Interiors and Design Extravaganz
Editor: gestalten
€39.90 (D) £45 $65 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-99075-962-8

HOUSE OF JOY
Playful Homes and Cheerful Living

Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 256 pages
22.5 x 30 cm. 9 x 11 1/4 inches
Price: €45 (D) £45 $60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-038-8

RELEASE (EUROPE & UK): APRIL 2022
RELEASE (INTERNATIONAL): JUNE 2022
The call of the wild is louder than ever. Architects and creative cabin builders are contending to create high-impact spaces on a small scale, nestled in thriving woodlands, overlooking crystal-clear lakes, or exposed to the elements on a mountain peak. Cabin Fever looks at the landscape of remote retreats designed to make the most of their natural surroundings.

From off-grid cabins to prefab escapes, from dizzying mirror-clad holiday homes to humble hiking huts, Cabin Fever explores the ins and outs of cabin design for DIY-doers and seasoned architects alike. Featuring rustic timber cabins on stilts, mirrored pods in the woods, and otherworldly off-grid getaways, Cabin Fever showcases a new wave of modern hideaways, all perfectly positioned away from the hustle and bustle of urban living.

Quiet and quaint, rustic and refined, the countryside comes with its own pace of living—and, depending on where you are, its own regional flair. A world away from the hectic city, Country and Cozy opens the door to a more characterful approach to design and decoration.

Whether it is a converted convent in the Tuscan hills, a refurbished barn in the Catskills, or a whimsical English cottage complete with a thatched roof, Country and Cozy showcases some of the world’s most beautiful country homes and illustrates how their residents have created breathtaking living spaces that truly make the most of rural life.

Cabin Fever
Enchanting Cabins, Shacks, and Hideaways

Cabins are booming. Escape the city and discover a range of stylish and otherworldly sanctuaries in remote surroundings.

Country and Cozy
Countryside Homes and Rural Retreats

Country and Cozy presents the charm of life in the country and a selection of the best examples of countryside homes.
Inspiring Family Homes explores what it means to share a space with those closest to us from a design perspective.

In recent times, interior design has gained renewed appeal as an effective tool with which to create and cultivate happy family living. With an edited selection of highly desirable family homes from all over the world, this book by internationally acclaimed French magazine MILK explores what it means to share an aesthetic space with young kids or teens, respecting individualities, and fusing family routines while not relinquishing living in style.

Inspiring Family Homes takes readers into the different worlds of unique houses and apartments, injecting each page with a thrilling dose of inspiration where elegance, playfulness, tradition, creativity, serenity, craftsmanship, or bonding with nature reveal the quintessence of contemporary family values.

MILK is an independent magazine created in 2003 by Isis-Colombe Combréas. Family is what MILK is all about. From its debut as a pioneer in children’s fashion, MILK has become an international leader in the family lifestyle sector. It is a key influencer addressing the subjects of fashion, lifestyle, travel, culture, food, and society. It embodies a stylish and hedonistic take on life, seen through the prism of the family unit.

*“The book of stylish family homes, (provides) beautiful photos that make us dream of a better world, one in which the needs and dreams of fathers, mothers and offspring coexist in harmony with much déco taste.”  (translated from Spanish)  AD SPAIN*

---

#### COME TOGETHER

The Architecture of Multigenerational Living

Three or four generations living under one roof, sharing their rooms, meals, and lives—this is multigenerational living. Around the world this more communal approach to living is getting increasingly popular. It’s not just within the family. New models of老化ing are bringing people from different backgrounds and generations who might not typically live together all into the same shared home.

So what’s the difference between a multigenerational home and simply a big house? Come Together explores the why, the what, the where and, most importantly, the how of the homes that succeed at being liveable for all ages—with designs created by architects around the globe that are not only stunning, but balance flexibility, age-inclusivity, privacy, and communal spaces for multiple generations to come together.

JOANN PLOCKOVA is a renowned design writer who contributes to the New York Times international homes section. She also writes for the likes of Monocle, Azure, and the Financial Times House & Home. She lives and works from Prague, her adopted home, and the US, her original one, whilst living part-time in a multigenerational home.
The cities we live in can do more for us. They can be more accessible. More desirable. More resourceful, shared, and safe. In fact, these five qualities are exactly what Copenhagen-based research and design lab SPACE10 sees as the ingredients of an ideal city. Rapid development, growing populations, and an accelerating climate crisis—all of these are just some of the challenges we face. But the good news is that we have never been more equipped to create a better everyday life in our cities. In The Ideal City, we hear from the people around the world who are transforming the urban environment, including architects Jan Gehl and Bjarke Ingels and entrepreneur Robin Chase. This is an optimistic book about the future of cities, bringing together the best and brightest examples of the urban future.

SPACE10 researches and designs innovative solutions to some of the major shifts expected to affect people and our planet in the years to come. SPACE10 is proudly supported by and entirely dedicated to IKEA.

“While acknowledging that utopia doesn’t exist, and that top-down urban planning isn’t necessarily the right approach, SPACE10 puts forth a number of ways to improve existing cities and create new building models for undeveloped areas.” ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST US

“You’ll come away from these pages realizing that although design leadership is never in question, what’s needed most is political will.” WALLPAPER

The perfect city is yet to be built, but through collective actions the next generation could have it in sight.

Evergreen Architecture gets to the roots of plant-filled facades, indoor gardens and tree-filled buildings alike.

If you look at recent buildings around the world, you’ll soon see that a plant-led approach is taking root. Nature and architecture have never been more intertwined, and there are more ways than ever to bring the two together: green roofs, living walls, lush courtyards, indoor gardens, and entire skyscrapers covered in plants. As more of the Earth’s surface is swallowed up by the built environment, architects are increasingly up to the task of integrating greenery into their creations.

Evergreen Architecture showcases new buildings and proposals where living plants play a leading role. From humble homes in California to sprawling green complexes in Singapore, this book explores how a green movement is starting to sprout in new and inventive ways around the world.
SOIL, SEEDS, AND CONCRETE CAN BE THE UNEXPECTED FORMULA FOR A GREENER LIFE IN THE CITY.

From beekeeping on rooftops to underground mushroom farms, Urban Farmers explores the rich world of planting, growing, and harvesting in modern cities. Presenting a mix of in-depth case studies, step-by-step activities, and essays by experts in the field, this book gives you the opportunity to learn from the best and get your hands dirty—be it on your balcony, in a community garden, or even by starting a business. Equipped with the right knowledge and the proper tools, a better life in a greener city is truly possible. Soil, seeds, and concrete can be the unexpected formula for a healthier life. Urban farming is the global movement that invites citizens to reconnect with nature from the very heart of the metropolis.

**Valery Rizzo**

is an American portrait, food, and lifestyle photographer whose work centers around urban life and agriculture. She has been featured in The New York Times Style Magazine, Yest Magazine, Télérama, O La Republica, Der Spiegel, and several other esteemed publications.

“We could call it deep resilience, in the most literal and concrete sense possible: resisting and reacting to adversity by sinking our hands into the earth, choosing the only physical contact and relationships allowed in these times of pandemic, seeking strength in that primordial energy that gives birth, dies, but always survivors. At least this is the feeling—and perhaps the ultimate intention—we open the book Urban Farmers.” (translated from Italian) **ELLE (IT)**
LIFE'S A BEACH
Homes, Retreats, and Respite by the Sea
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover, linen quarter-binding, stitch bound, 288 pages, 24 x 30 cm, 9 x 11.5 inches
Price: €45.00 (D) €40.00 (US) ISBN English: 978-3-89955-979-1

THE NEW MEDITERRANEAN
Homes and Interiors Under the Southern Sun
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BEYOND THE WEST
New Global Architecture
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BEYOND THE WEST
NEW GLOBAL ARCHITECTURE
editor: gestalten
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CONTAINER ATLAS
A Practical Guide to Container Architecture
editor: gestalten & ricardo bofill
features: full color, hardcover, linen quarter-binding, stitch bound, multiple paper stocks, 300 pages, 24 x 30 cm, 9 x 11.5 inches
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PETITE PLACES
Clever Interiors for Humble Homes
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Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 256 pages, 21 x 26 cm, 8 x 10.5 inches
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LIVING IN
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Celebrating the centenary and legacy of Charley Harper, a master of mid-century American illustration.

Ladybugs, dogs, owls, owlets: Charley Harper’s whimsical illustrations are more than a source of delight. With a never-ending curiosity for the world, especially for wildlife and flora, Harper developed a unique style that influenced a whole generation of artists and designers. His oeuvre is simply, synonymous with mid-century modernism.

Wild Life is a vast collection of works originally created as posters, magazine covers, murals, and others. Compiled by illustration expert Margaret Rhodes and the artist’s son, Brett Harper, this definitive monograph offers a rare glimpse into Charley’s private and creative universe. Telling the story of his life and of his masterpieces, Wild Life is essential for enthusiasts of the American master and for those interested in mid-century visual culture.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• In his centenary, a comprehensive monograph on Charley Harper, created with his son and spanning his entire life
• High-quality, full-color reproductions of his work, including lesser-known early pieces and collaborations with others
• Original texts contextualising his private and professional life, with fresh insights into his approach to creativity

BRETT HARPER
is the artist’s son. He leads the Charley Harper Art Studio, which is dedicated to preserving and promoting the American illustrator’s work.

MARGARET RHODES
is an independent writer and editor specializing in design. She previously worked in-house at New York Magazine, WIRED, and Fast Company.
Craft breweries spring up like mushrooms around the globe. Creating unique brands to stand out, they draw from the full riches of graphic language and are leading the way in modern packaging design. From the minimalist to the expressionist, using lines, colors, patterns and illustrations, all the styles are allowed and it makes for an exciting, exuberant visual culture.

In Craft Beer Design, Danish designer Peter Monrad finally brings a global perspective to the truly global phenomenon that is craft beer branding. As microbreweries use cans and bottle labels to define their ethos and identity, they push the boundaries of graphic design and illustration. This curated selection shows the bet and the most out there, and reveals that when it comes to craft beer, what's on the can matters as much as what's in it.

WHAT TO EXPECT

• A visually-led look at some of the most interesting microbrews around the world
• An introduction to the designers behind the labels
• A curation of the best examples of beverage branding today, with a focus on art, illustration, and design elements

PETER MONRAD is a Copenhagen-based graphic designer and creative director, and an avid consumer of IPA. Previously, he was creative director at AllerCP, one of the biggest creative agencies in Scandinavia.

Cutting edge packaging and graphic design created by and for craft breweries around the world.
Step outside the white cube and rediscover the creative outdoors with these in situ artworks that turn places into must-see cultural destinations.

Art exists all around us, sometimes hidden in plain sight and sometimes in the remote corners of the world. Art Escapes explores exciting art outside conventional spaces, freely available for those willing to discover creativity on another plane. Here, landscape and locale are the canvas.

From the Italian countryside via the Las Vegas desert to the forests of Scandinavia, and beyond, culture editor Grace Banks offers a new bucket list for art lovers who like the road less traveled. From quirky sculptural gems to striking installations in the landscape, these pieces combine art and place into unique experiences. Art Escapes is a guide to outdoor artists—both established and emerging—who make art for everyone to enjoy. Let it inspire your next trip away from the crowds.

**WHAT TO EXPECT**
- A range of art destinations around the world, taking in the quirky and the iconic which covers the best of today’s out-of-the-museum art
- Detailed texts with insights on the piece, the place, and the artist
- Beautiful photography depicting landscapes and artworks
- Co-edited and written by expert arts and culture journalist Grace Banks

**GRACE BANKS**
is a London-born editor and journalist who specialises in culture and current affairs.
She is the former editor of Sleek Magazine.
Art has always had an intense relationship with activism and politics. It has a unique ability to communicate, persuade, generate controversy, raise awareness, and encourage people to question their preconceptions and beliefs. In these tumultuous times, with democracy being challenged from all sides, and with issues such as climate change, extremism, racism, and gender inequality ever higher on the news agenda, contemporary artists have no lack of inspiration. The Art of Protest explores the connection between art, politics, and activism today, revealing how, over the past decade, artists have been engaging with political and social issues through mediums ranging from painting to sculpture, from installations to performance, and from photography to digital work. Featuring the work of more than 70 artists and packed with visuals and in-depth commentary, The Art of Protest contextualizes and celebrates art as a tool for political critique and a powerful agent for change.

ALAIN BIEBER is the artistic director of the cultural institution NRW-Forum Düsseldorf. For the past two decades he has been organizing exhibitions with contemporary artists, especially in the fields of art and activism.

FRANCESCA GAVIN is contributing editor at Kaleidoscope, Twin, Good Trouble, Beauty Papers, and Financial Times. How to Spend it magazine. She co-curated “Manifesta11” and has curated exhibitions at Somerset House and Palais de Tokyo. She was co-editor of gestalten’s The Age of Collage, published in 2020.

Famous artists are commenting on politics and raising awareness on issues like authoritarian regimes, sustainability, climate change, diversity and immigration.

Marvel has shaped our understanding of visual culture like no other brand. This book, created in collaboration with Marvel, looks at 60 years of graphic output. Boom!

As one of the most iconic brands in the world, Marvel has spent the last 60-plus years inspiring generations of creatives with its unparalleled approach to visual storytelling. Marvel’s comic books, in particular, established a distinct graphic language that has found its way into mainstream culture, including art, digital culture, gaming, advertising, and more. Marvel By Design celebrates the company’s visual language with an in-depth exploration of the design process behind its most recognizable graphic elements, including logos, covers, lettering, layout, and color palettes. Immerse yourself in hundreds of comics from Marvel’s past and present, key insights by famous graphic designers and world-class Marvel contributors, in-depth case studies, and much more. A definitive look at the design process of the world’s most famous comic publisher, which will spark a little pow! in creatives of any visual field.

LIZ STINSON is a writer and editor with more than a decade of experience covering the design and technology worlds. She’s currently the executive editor of Eye on Design, a publication about graphic design and its interaction with the wider world.
Restarting Your Business in a Time of Crisis and Transformation

Witty, surprising, refined, and, above all, truly unforgettable. If a picture speaks a thousand words, good branding helps you stand out from a thousand competitors.

Brand New Brand is a compendium of the best visual identities recently created for businesses of every kind, from all over the world. It shows how well-considered, holistic branding can take a butcher, book retailer, bakery, or even a physiotherapist from one of a crowd to one in a million. It shows how, in an era of pandemics and political and economic instability, creative, innovative thinking is the greatest asset. In-depth case studies explore the ideas currently shaping the field of branding, such as the use of traditional techniques or the reinterpretation of local visual languages. This expertly curated collection explains the context, the thinking, and the inspiration behind the design, so you can understand and learn from each project, whether launching a new venture or giving your business a makeover.

“Whether it’s a window display, a packaging, a sign, a poster, a pin or a coaster, the reader gets an overview of the different graphic charters, right down to the details. From low-budget identities to sustainable or innovative approaches, the book offers an eclectic overview of current trends.” (translated from French) The Independent (UK)

“This book helps you understand the new directions of branding through a careful selection of case studies, while also highlighting projects carried out with small budgets.” (translated from Italian) On Printed Paper

Brand New Brand
Editors: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 256 pages
Price: €30.90 (D) / £25.00 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-605-0

“Whether it’s a window display, a packaging, a sign, a poster, a pin or a coaster, the reader gets an overview of the different graphic charters, right down to the details. From low-budget identities to sustainable or innovative approaches, the book offers an eclectic overview of current trends.” (translated from French) The Independent (UK)

“ restart your business in a time of crisis and transformation”

重启您的业务：在危机和转变中

“无论是窗户展示、包装、标志、海报、徽章或 coaster，读者都能获得不同图表的概述，从细节到细节。从低成本的标识到可持续或创新的方法，本书为当前趋势提供了一个多变的概览。”（法语翻译）The Independent (UK)

“这本书帮助您了解品牌的新方向，通过精心挑选的案例研究，同时也突出展示了小预算的项目。”（意大利语翻译）On Printed Paper

Brand New Brand
Editors: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 256 pages
Price: €30.90 (D) / £25.00 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-605-0
Invention & innovation: A timeline

die Schwebe Leise
Hair Dryer With Bonnet | Philips
Netherlands, 1977

The golden era of industrial design that revolutionized home appliances.

The fascinating world of product design that emerged between the 1960s and 1980s symbolized the birth of a new age and human behavior. From coffee grinders to fondue sets to hairdryers, each home appliance was intended to help in the daily household routines—but they were also masterpieces of style.

Based on Jaro Gielens’s collection, one of the largest in the world, Soft Electronics explores a nostalgic and unique set of products from a very distinct time for design. Each object possesses a sense of longevity, quality, and innovation—one that has been hard to match since manufacturing was moved overseas and planned obsolescence redefined our relationship with electronic goods. Soft Electronics pays homage to an iconic era of design.

WHAT TO EXPECT

• A beautifully curated visual journey into an unsung period of home electronics
• A nostalgic look into a bygone era of product design and branding
• A new understanding of everyday objects, the thought that went into them, and what they represent

Born in 1971, JARO GIELENS is a Dutch collector of retro gadgets and electronic games. He also works as an interaction and web designer, and has been playing video games since 1981. His first book with gestalten, Electronic Plastic, explored handheld and tabletop devices from the 1970s and 80s.
Whether it be Cosplay, Rockabilly, HipHop or Gothic: when the Japanese immerse a subculture, they do it like no other.

For the Otaku, their passion is their life, and it pervades every aspect. From cosplayers and colorful anime-covered vehicles, to bostromers and leather-clad rockabillys: subcultures in Japan are as varied as they are fascinating.

Delving into this world of passions, The Obsessed reveals the all-consuming approach that many people take to their hobbies and lifestyle choices. With dazzling photography and background information, this book showcases a panoply of scenes and people that make up Japan's many countercultural groups.

**WHAT TO EXPECT**

- A visually led exploration of Japanese subcultures
- A diverse collection of characters, movements and events
- Features unseen photography shot by Irwin Wong for this book
- Features that look at the Otaku/subculture phenomenon in Japan from a cerebral perspective

**THE OBSESSED**

Otaku, Tribes, and Subcultures of Japan

Editors: gestalten & Irwin Wong
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 240 pages
23 x 30 cm, 8 1/4 x 11 3/4 inches
Price: €30.00 (D) / £25 / $60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-008-1

**RELEASE (EUROPE & UK): MARCH 2022**
**RELEASE (INTERNATIONAL): APRIL 2022**

**IRWIN WONG**

is an editorial and commercial photographer based in Tokyo. Originally from Melbourne, Australia, he moved to Japan in 2005. He was Co-editor of gestalten's Handmade in Japan, published in 2020.
A Renaissance man with an eye for detail and foresight for innovation, his iconic designs drive along the world's highways by the millions. Roots and Wings explores how a boy from a small town in Bavaria went on to become lead designer at Audi, Volkswagen, Kia, and Hyundai. Blurring the lines between East and West, Schreyer bridges his home-land's heritage of automotive design with the exciting future of design in South Korea, a country that has witnessed stratospheric growth on the world stage in just a few decades. Looking at his formative moments and pivotal creative discoveries, Roots and Wings is the story of how one man, with his artistic sensibility and sketchbook always in hand, made his mark on automobile history and the future of mobility to come.

Roots and Wings explores the life and work of Peter Schreyer, one of the most influential car designers of our time—a book about heritage, creative vision, and leadership, and what design can do for the future.

How do you create a desirable, unique, and authentic brand these days? In 2014, two visionaries started to rebuild one of Paris’s long-forgotten apothecaries. Suitably renamed Officine Universelle Buly, the brand is now one of the most beloved names in beauty, sold in almost every corner of the globe. Conveying the best of traditional retail, such as personalization and craftsmanship, with the indispensable values of today, like sustainability and digitalization, this brand is the perfect case study on successfully reviving a heritage company.

With detailed insights from creator Ramdane Touhami, The Beauty of Time Travel discloses the vital lessons learned along the way. It explains how to blend the excellence of the past with the best of the present, how to effectively communicate a brand story to the world, and how to keep people guessing. These insights and trade secrets will give you the tools needed to replicate such success for yourself.

This book tells the story of how to transform a vintage brand into a global success story. The key ingredients include: integrity, attention to detail, and an insatiable curiosity for the world.

Ramdane Touhami is an internationally renowned designer, creative director, and entrepreneur. Officine Universelle Buly is known globally in the cosmetics world and also for its approach to branding. Touhami continues to head the brand alongside partner Victoire de Taillac.

“Expect to find several different conversations in the book, from how branding can “reinvent traditions,” to how retail designers can combine traditional retail experiences with sustainability and digitalization. Accompanying this is an extensive collection of prints and photographs.” DESIGN WEEK
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RECENT LISTED

NEW wedding! New Wedding Planning, Ideas, and Inspiration

Inspiration and information for creating the most beautiful day of your life.

THE NEW BEAUTY

A Modern Look at Beauty, Culture, and Fashion

A visual journey into the past, present and future of human beautification in a globalized world.

You’ve said “Yes!” and you’ve set the date—now what? There have never been more ways to tie the knot. Before you say “I do,” there are countless decisions to make: the venue, the invitations, the decorations, what to wear, and what to serve. What a Wedding! is a planning guide full of inspiring visuals and stories, with plenty of hands-on advice from designers and event experts—not to mention inspiring ideas from real-life couples who’ve turned their special day into a truly unique experience. Old traditions meet new ideas: intercultural and LGBTQ+ weddings are on the rise, and in 2021 for everything in between. She collaborated and motorcycles, books and bars, and the good things in life, covering love you the way.

You don’t have to fly halfway around the world to find dream settings. But you could! Imagine the venue as the set for your very own movie. What ideas are going through your head?

KARI MOLVAR

is the writer of gestalten title Be Well. She is an American beauty and lifestyle journalist who contributes regularly to The New York Times, Vogue and The Wall Street Journal.

"This archive of the culture surrounding beauty ventures beyond a superficial exploration to study the industry through the lens of history, science, and media." SURFACE MAGAZINE

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

BE WELL

New Spa and Bath Culture and the Art of Being Well

Editors: gestalten & Karl Moltzer
€39.90 (D) $55.00 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-960-4

"Skincare can make you look fabulous at any age: sometimes several years younger...but not 20 years younger.”– Sue § Nabi, CEO of Coty

Beauty may lie in the eye of the beholder, but what we consider to be beautiful has changed radically over the past 20 years. Today, originality is celebrated, authenticity is prized, and self-expression is flourishing. This book explores the evolution in our beauty ideals from ancient civilizations to the present moment, when urgent new conversations are rewriting the rules and shaping the future of the industry. From makeup’s role in challenging gender stereotypes, to the links between hairstyling and community building, or rituals and self-care, The New Beauty captures this essential shift in the way we see ourselves and each other.

MARIANNE JULIA STRAUSS

is a German travel writer who has turned her curiosity into a job. For over a decade, she has roamed the world writing about the good things in life, covering love and motorcycles, books and bars, and everything in between. She collaborates with gestalten in 2020 for Do You Read Me? and in 2021 for Temples of Books.
THE MONOCLE GUIDE TO BUILDING BETTER CITIES
By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen hardcover, stitch bound, multiple paper stocks, 320 pages, 20.2 x 26.5 cm, 8 x 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 45 (D) / £ 40 / $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-563-5

THE MONOCLE GUIDE TO BETTER LIVING
By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen hardcover, stitch bound, multiple paper stocks, 400 pages, 20.2 x 26.5 cm, 8 x 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 45 (D) / £ 40 / $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-491-8

THE MONOCLE GUIDE TO GOOD BUSINESS
By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen hardcover, stitch bound, multiple paper stocks, 304 pages, 20.2 x 26.5 cm, 8 x 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 45 (D) / £ 40 / $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-537-6

THE MONOCLE GUIDE TO HOTELS, INNS AND HIDEAWAYS
By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen, hardcover, stitch bound, multiple paper stocks, 308 pages, 19 x 24 cm, 7 ½ x 9 inches
Price: € 45 (D) / £ 40 / $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-852-1

THE MONOCLE GUIDE TO SHOPS, KIOSKS AND MARKETS
By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen, hardcover, stitch bound, multiple paper stocks, 340 pages, 20.2 x 26.5 cm, 8 x 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 45 (D) / £ 40 / $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-648-3

FEATURES: Full color, linen hardcover, stitch bound, multiple paper stocks, 454 pages, 20.2 x 26.5 cm, 8 x 10 ¼ inches
Price: € 50 (D) / £ 45 / $ 65 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-952-1

HOW TO MAKE A NATION: A MONOCLE GUIDE
By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen hardcover, stitch bound, multiple paper stocks, 304 pages, 19 x 24 cm, 7 ½ x 9 inches
Price: € 45 (D) / £ 40 / $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-851-4

THE MONOCLE GUIDE TO COSY HOMES
By: Monocle
Features: Full color, linen, hardcover, stitch bound, multiple paper stocks, 400 pages, 20.2 x 26.5 cm, 8 x 10 ½ inches
Price: € 45 (D) / £ 40 / $ 60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-561-9

HOW TO BE A TASTEMAKER
Editors: gestalten & Michelle Lu
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 248 pages, 21 x 26 cm, 8 ½ x 10 inches
Price: € 30 (D) / £ 30 / $ 45 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-905-7

WORK BETTER. LIVE SMARTER. BE HAPPIER.
Start a Business and Build a Life You Love
Editors: Courier & gestalten
Authors: Courier, Jeff Taylor, Daniel Giacopelli
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 288 pages, 23.5 x 29 cm, 9 x 11 ½ inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) / £ 35 / $ 51 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-895-2

How to run a meaningful and successful business with and for like minded people.

What does it take to set out on your own and build something new? From the editors of Courier, the global magazine for modern business, comes a manifesto and how-to guide for living and working on your own terms. From Berlin to Bali, learn how inspiring people are finding purpose and happiness in their work and how you can follow in their footsteps – with practical advice on everything from nailing your big idea to boosting your productivity.

Inside, find the in-depth stories of more than 30 business owners around the world—everywhere from London, Los Angeles, and Tokyo to Athens, Accra and Detroit. Find out how they got started and discover their daily rituals and routines. Learn the new business opportunities in industries from food and retail to media and fashion. Then turn inspiration into action with tons of tips, tools, how-tos, resources and more. Let’s get started!

COU RIER (magazine) is the defining media brand for a new generation who want to live and work on their own terms. Based in London, Courier has been telling insightful and inspiring stories of modern business through print, podcasts, events and more since launching in 2013.
TWO YEARS ON A BIKE

From Vancouver to Patagonia

A bike is all you need to join this epic adventure, spanning continents and years, that will awaken your thirst to explore.

Could you live permanently on the road? When all your belongings fit in a few bags, your office is a roadside diner, and your home is a meandering route from Canada to the southern tip of Argentina?

In Two Years on a Bike, Martijn Doolaard puts it to the test. Strapping the necessities onto his bicycle, he ventures into desolate wastelands and sojourns in vast cities, exploring what it means to be at home in the world while embracing a life of minimalism and long-term travel. Along the winding roads of California’s coasts, the impenetrable jungles of Mexico, the ever-higher passes of the Andes Mountains, and the severe alpine forests of Patagonia, Doolaard eschews comfort and convention for the sake of documenting life on one of the world’s most breathtaking—and notorious—routes.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• Stunning visual journey from North to South America
• Travelogue and first hand tips from Martijn Doolaard on long bike travelling and gear to plan your own bike adventures
• Follow-up of gestalten bestseller One Year on a Bike

MARTIJN DOOLARD
is a dutch photographer, designer and travel writer. In 2015 he paused as a graphic designer and packed his bicycle to ride to China. This journey became the gestalten bestseller One Year on a Bike and also a documentary that won various awards.
arrive at Ghorepani in two days in anticipation of a pre-dawn hike to the lodges from which to choose along the trail, though most trekkers aim to include more than 3,000 quad-busting steps. There is no shortage of series of waterfalls and charming hamlets, the route crosses a number to acclimatize before starting your trek.

Annapurna Circuit, because it is considerably shorter, includes minimal lowlands to rhododendron forests to its eponymous sanctuary of rock and legendary climbing feats. For hiking purposes, it is the turnaround point of one of Nepal’s premier trekking experiences.

**WANDERLUST HIMALAYA**

Hiking on Top of the World

Editors: gestalten & Cam Honan
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 288 pages
22.5 x 29 cm, 8 x 11 1/2 inches
Price: €39.95(D) £35.00(US)
ISBN: 978-3-8365-0303-9

Wanderlust Himalaya explores one of the most appealing regions to hikers around the globe.

The Himalayas. The legendary mountains, epic and mythical to all who are serious about hiking. Straddling Nepal, India, Pakistan, Tibet, and Bhutan, this area could fill a lifetime of wandering and transcendence. In this, our new release in the Wanderlust series, we guide you through breathtaking nature, diverse cultures, and various hikes across the whole region. Spectacular photography, informative maps, first-hand tips, and itineraries for an attractive mix of one-day, multi-day, long-distance trails offer everything you need to plan your own adventure, or to dream from an armchair. Wanderlust Himalaya lifts you to the top of the world, literally.

**WHAT TO EXPECT**

• Informative route-plans alongside practical tips for packing and accommodation for over 50 hikes
• Breathtaking imagery from a selection of leading landscape photographers
• Advice for beginners and seasoned hikers alike, from one-day hikes to longer treks

CAM HONAN
has trekked across 56 countries and six continents, logging over 60,000 mi (96,500 km) in three decades. He has authored three bestselling titles for gestalten—Wanderlust, Wanderlust USA, and The Hidden Tracks. Cam has been described by Backpacker Magazine as “the most travelled hiker on Earth”.

ABOUT THE TRAIL

The Three Passes Trek is one of the most legendary hiking trails in the Himalayas. A classic route used primarily by trekkers from the 1980s onwards, the trail has seen a steady increase in popularity over the last two decades. The diverse landscape, including forests, alpine meadows, rock formations, and high altitude lakes, offers a unique hiking experience.

**DISTANCE**

- Three Passes Trek: approximately 144 km (90 miles)
- Annapurna Sanctuary Trek: approximately 141 km (88 miles)
- Annapurna Circuit: approximately 165 km (103 miles)

**DIFFICULTY LEVEL**

- Level Easy
- Duration 10-14 days
- Distance 144 km (90 miles)

**HIGH POINTS**

- Lycopersicum trail to Jomsom: approximately 46 km (28 miles)
- Jomsom to Tukuche Peak: approximately 61 km (38 miles)
- Jomsom to Kagbeni: approximately 34 km (21 miles)

**ELEVATION CHART**

- Jomsom to Kagbeni: approximately 34 km (21 miles)
- Kagbeni to Muktinath: approximately 66 km (41 miles)
- Muktinath to Jomsom: approximately 128 km (80 miles)

**RECOMMENDED READING**

- Cam Honan: Wanderlust Himalaya
- Kathmandu-based guidebooks
- Nepal Tourism Board

**ADDITIONAL RESOURCES**

- Trekking organizations
- Local guides and porters
- Accommodation providers

The trail from Chukhung to the high point ascends through a rarefied landscape of moraine ridges, frozen lakes, and boulder-strewn slopes. The going can be variable, with some sections requiring a good head for heights and a sure grip on your trekking poles.
When it comes to the great outdoors, the USA has it all: wild mountains, vast prairies, otherworldly canyons, barren deserts and tropical forests. And there is no better way to explore them than that all-American activity: the road trip.

The Great American Road Trip is a new appreciation of the grand tradition in the tracks of Jack Kerouac. The hook leads beyond magnificent landscapes and seeks out the history, the culture, the food, and the people. Retrace the Underground Railroad. Follow the Blues Highway. Go on a pilgrimage to the best lobster shacks. The Great American Road Trip encourages readers to explore hinterlands, and to start an adventure that turns the mythical into the experienced. The road awaits.

**WHAT TO EXPECT**

- Detailed itineraries for routes that cover all corners of the country, including the iconic and the little-known
- Weekend escapes and week-long adventures with specific themes: something for everyone
- Helpful tips and tricks to make the most of a road trip

**AETHER (PRONOUNCED “É-THER”)**

was born in 2009, when founders Palmer West and Jonah Smith created something they couldn’t find. Aether satisfies the desire for a men’s collection that looks at home in the city but is built to withstand the outdoors.

**LAURA AUSTIN**

is a photographer with wanderlust coursing through her veins. Having grown up in small-town Colorado and Vermont, she is now based in Los Angeles.

---

More byways, less highways: embrace the freedom of the road and go on great American adventures.
THE PARKLANDS

Trails and Secrets from the National Parks of the United States

A fresh view of North America’s stunning natural wonders.

Yosemite, Grand Canyon, Death Valley. Big Sur. Covering a remarkable 84 million acres rich in wildlife and history, these astonishing spaces brim with natural wonders. Home to the world’s tallest trees, the largest carnivores, colossal waterfalls, and plantlife as far as the eye can see, National Parks are American not only in scale. They are an intrinsic part of the culture and landscape.

The Parklands takes you on a thrilling tour in every direction, with a special focus on sustainable, low-impact exploration. Whether you like birdwatching, hiking, stargazing, or simply forest bathing, this book gives you essential information, along with quirky facts, to help plan your own adventures in the American wild. Buckle up your boots, hit the trail, and remember: leave no trace.

WHAT TO EXPECT

- Parks Project’s first book, a leader in conservation, environmental advocacy, and education
- Original photography mixed with exceptional archive material
- A collection of stories, trails, and routes, fetchingly curated
- Information on best practices for sustainable, low-impact visits

Founded by KEITH ESHELMAN and SEVAG KAZANCIC, Parks Project believes that parks are places to exercise and unwind, but they are also important places for wildlife and preserving cultural history. Since 2014, Parks Project has created apparel and home goods items, and aims to transform park enthusiasts into park champions. A portion of every sale goes to supporting conservation education and advocacy.

Editors: gestalten & Parks Project
Features: Full color, hardcover, sewn bound, 288 pages
Price: €39.99 (D) / £35.00 (UK) / $50.00 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-96704-029-6

RELEASE (EUROPE & UK): JULY 2022
RELEASE (INTERNATIONAL): AUGUST 2022
Train travel is more than just getting from A to B. It is one of the only modes of transportation that allows you to unwind, get lost in the breathtaking scenery unfolding outside, and dine on a rolling culinary adventure. A new generation of explorers is on board with the boundless possibilities of rail travel, with many favoring it as an alternative to flying.

Train expert Monisha Rajesh presents more than 40 epic routes around the world inspired by her extensive voyages. The journey winds through mountainous terrains, tropical jungles, and occasionally places one rarely dares to venture. From local day trips to cross-country connections, there is a showcase of everything from cheap seats to luxury locomotives. More than just route suggestions, Epic Train Journeys is your ticket to making the most of traveling by train. All aboard!

**MONISHA RAJESH**
is an author and journalist who has worked for the likes of Time, Vanity Fair, The New York Times, and The Guardian. She was also a train travel columnist for The Sunday Telegraph. Her first book, Around India in 80 Trains (2012) was featured in The Independent’s top ten books on India. Her second book, Around the World in 80 Trains (2019) won the National Geographic Travel Book of The Year prize and was shortlisted for the Stanford Dolman Award.
Soaring peaks, flower-rich meadows, shining glaciers, summer snow, and a vast network of mountain huts: this is hiking in the European Alps.

The Alpine region is the birthplace of mountaineering and offers a limitless canvas for adventure. Stretching from France across Switzerland to Austria and Slovenia, Europe’s greatest mountain range encompasses eight countries. The Alps are home to some of the world’s most celebrated peaks, including the Matterhorn and Mont Blanc, and hikers at lower altitudes are amply served too, with a lifetime’s supply of day hikes and long-distance trails. Wanderlust Alps collects the very best routes in the Alps in one volume, packed with clear maps, first-hand insights from the trail, and breathtaking photography. Discover why the Alps are the best place in Europe for hiking and mountaineering.

ALEX RODDIE is a writer, editor, and photographer who specializes in adventure travel, the outdoor publishing industry, and non-fiction on mountaineering, hiking, nature and the environment. An experienced long-distance backpacker and mountaineer, he has hiked thousands of miles through the Scottish Highlands, English Lake District and Yorkshire Dales, Swiss Alps, Pyrenees, and the fjells of Norway. He is an active environmental campaigner.

“Are you suffering from alpine withdrawal in the wake of the pandemic? The new book Wanderlust Alps won’t make it any better. The editor is Robert Klanten, and the publisher Gestalten, as usual, provides magically beautiful pictures. In addition, you’ll also find great hiking tips in this book, ranging from easy day trips to more demanding long-distance tours.” UTE MAGAZINET
From short sailing trips to longer cruises along coastlines or across the oceans, this book celebrates the nautical way of life.

Since the dawn of time, exploring the world by boat has been seen as the pinnacle of freedom. There is no greater adventure than setting sail, at the mercy of the wind, being sprayed by salty water as you voyage from island to island and sea to sea, discovering new landscapes and cultures.

Sailing the Seas will take readers on a series of nautical adventures across the globe, from the coast of the US down to the Caribbean, through classic Mediterranean voyages and on trips in far-flung locations such as Thailand and French Polynesia. Presenting a fresh, younger side of sailing, this volume reveals the sights, sounds, tastes, and experiences that can be had on board a boat.

With beautiful photos of locations, detailed itineraries, and ‘Captain’s Notes’ filled with useful tips and insights on destinations, Sailing the Seas will inspire novice sailors and ‘old salts’ alike to take to the waves.

**THE MAXY SHADES OF CÔTE D’AZUR**

**THE SAILING COLLECTIVE** is comprised of an energetic group of captains, culinary artists, and explorers with a shared enthusiasm for adventure. Their passion lies in curating journeys to the world’s most exotic locations, captained and crewed by talented professionals.

*“Inspires travelers to climb the ropes and set course to the most beautiful coastal towns on the basis of stories about sailing, culture, food and special mooring places.” (Translated from Dutch) NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TRAVELER*

*“Intended to inspire novice sailors and old hands alike, ‘Sailing the Seas’ takes readers on a packed itinerary of nautical adventures across the globe.” BOAT INTERNATIONAL*
THE FLY FISHER
The Essence and Essentials of Fly Fishing
Editors: gestalten, Maximilian Funk, Thommen Brunner & Jan Rimstidt
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 256 pages, 22.5 x 32 cm, 3.5 x 5 inches
Price: € 38.90 (D) | £ 33.60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-346-4

THE NEW TRADITIONAL
Heritage, Craftsmanship, and Local Identity
Editors: gestalten & BESIDE
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 272 pages, 21 x 30 cm, 8.3 x 12 inches
Price: € 36.90 (D) | £ 31.50 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-964-2

OFF THE ROAD
Explorers, Vans, and Life Off the Beaten Track
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 256 pages, 22.5 x 32 cm, 8.3 x 12 inches
Price: € 35 (D) | £ 35 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-984-2

ONE YEAR ON A BIKE
From Amsterdam to Singapore
By: Martins Daudzes
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 368 pages, 24 x 32 cm, 9.5 x 12 inches
Price: € 39.90 (D) | £ 34.60 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-976-7

NORDIC CYCLE
Bicycle Adventures in the North
Editors: gestalten & Tobias Weggern
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 196 pages, 21 x 26 cm, 8 x 10 inches
Price: € 28.90 (D) | £ 24.90 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-974-3

THE GREAT ALONE
Walking the Pacific Crest Trail
By: Tim Vouros
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 248 pages, 17.5 x 24 cm, 6.6 x 9.6 inches
Price: € 24.90 (D) | £ 21.90 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-977-4
ISBN French: 978-3-89955-874-6

PORSCHE 911
The Ultimate Sports Car as Cultural Icon
Editors: gestalten & Uli Fuchs/Arth Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 244 pages, 22 x 29 cm, 8.7 x 11 inches
Price: € 35 (D) | £ 35 (US)
ISBN: 978-3-89955-988-0

RIDE OUT!
Motorcycle Roadtrips and Adventures
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 272 pages, 24 x 30 cm, 9.5 x 12 inches
Price: € 38 (D) | £ 34 (US)
ISBN French: 978-3-89955-998-2

BEAUTIFUL MACHINES
The Era of the Elegant Sports Car
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 336 pages, 24 x 30 cm, 9.5 x 12 inches
Price: € 38 (D) | £ 34 (US)
ISBN English: 978-3-89955-995-0
ISBN French: 978-3-89955-994-3

WIND
The Journey of my Life
By: Santiago Lange
Editor: Panzaro
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 240 pages, 18.5 x 21 cm, 7.3 x 8.3 inches
Price: € 24 (D) | £ 21.95

THE GRAND HOSTELS
Luxury Hostels of the World
Editors: gestalten & Kaush Bhattacharya
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 328 pages, 17.2 x 22.5 cm, 6.8 x 8.8 inches
Price: € 34 (D) | £ 29.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-684-1

MR HUDSON EXPLORES
The Gay Man’s Travel Companion
Editors: gestalten & Mr Hudson
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 320 pages, 17.2 x 22.5 cm, 6.8 x 8.8 inches
Price: € 34 (D) | £ 29.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-976-7

THE CURRENT
New Wheels for the Post-Petrol Age
Editors: gestalten & Paul d’Orléans
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 200 pages, 22.5 x 32 cm, 8.8 x 12 inches
Price: € 35 (D) | £ 35 (US)
ISBN English: 978-3-89955-956-9
ISBN French: 978-3-89955-989-0

VELO CITY
Bicycle Culture and City Life
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 256 pages, 24 x 30 cm, 9.5 x 12 inches
Price: € 38 (D) | £ 34 (US)
ISBN English: 978-3-89955-654-4
ISBN French: 978-3-89955-976-7
## A SPOONFUL OF SUN

### Mediterranean Cookbook for All Seasons

Where the Mediterranean diet meets design: this cookbook feeds your taste buds, your eyes, and your joie de vivre.

Hilltop villages, pristine caves, lavender, vineyards, and a balmy sun. The smell of herbs in the air. Drawn-out aperitifs on terraces. Provence is a feast for the senses that epitomises the French art of slow living. At the heart of it, there is always a table. In this book, Pauline Chardin shares her delicious, healthy, and—best of all—easy recipes. Using seasonal fruit and veg from her local market and her garden, Chardin’s cuisine is rooted in the Med, yet flavored by her travels around the world.

This is more than just a cookbook. With a keen sense for design, Chardin knows that the eye takes the first bite. A Spoonful of Sun lavishes us with aesthetic pleasures too, taking us around the house Chardin designed for herself, into the irresistible surrounds of her Provençal home, and back to what matters most: the food on the table.

**WHAT TO EXPECT**

- A variety of original dishes with recipes for cooks of all levels
- A modern approach to Mediterranean cuisine using seasonal, affordable, easy-to-find ingredients
- Exclusively created and shot by Pauline Chardin herself, an experienced photographer and creative director
- A deep delve into the southern French art of slow living

Pauline Chardin is a French creative director, food expert, stylist, and photographer. Her work and lifestyle have been featured in publications such as Milk Magazine, 4D, or Ignant. She lives in Provence, in a house she designed with her partner.
Life doesn’t work without coffee. This book takes the reader on a caffeinated tour that unveils the richness of coffee culture, the history of beans, stories, and recipes from around the world.

Spill the Beans tells the story of the world’s favorite drink through delicious recipes of regional coffee specialties. Penned by expert journalist Lani Kingston, this book takes the reader on a caffeinated journey through Italy, Spain, Ethiopia, Japan, and many other countries in between, exploring the myriad ways in which coffee is produced, traded, and, more than anything, enjoyed. Have you ever tried to recreate international coffee specialties such as spiced coffee from Zanzibar, dalgon from Korea, or cremat from Spain?

Spill the Beans unveils internationally renowned recipes, the richness of coffee culture, the history of beans, and coffee folklore from around the world. There’s a vast world of coffee beyond the ubiquitous flat white.

WHAT TO EXPECT
- A collection of fascinating, lesser-known stories about the culture of coffee and global traditions
- Around 40 exclusive coffee recipes reflecting the variety of coffee styles
- Documentary-style imagery makes this an essential book for coffee aficionados and curious baristas

Lani Kingston

is a food writer and consultant. She holds Master’s degrees in Food Studies and Education, along with barista and pastry chef qualifications. This is her third book on coffee, and the first to be published by gestalten.
EAT YOUR GREENS!
22 Ways to Cook a Carrot and 788 Other Delicious Recipes to Save the Planet
By: Anette Dieng & Ingela Persson
Features: Full color, linen hardcover, stitch bound, 268 pages.
Price: €9.90 (US) £5.99
ISBN: 978-3-89955-948-4

VISUAL FEAST
Contemporary Food Staging and Photography
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 180 pages.
Price: €50.00 (US) £30.00
ISBN: 978-3-89955-695-7

DELICIOUS WINTERTIME
The Cookbook for Cold Weather Adventures
By: Markus Simmer
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 272 pages.
Price: €35.00 (US) £30.00
ISBN: 978-3-89955-999-6

STORY ON A PLATE
The Delicate Art of Plating Dishes
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 240 pages.
Price: €30.00 (US) £20.00
ISBN: 978-3-89955-087-5

STAY FOR BREAKFAST
Recipes for Every Occasion
Editors: gestalten & Simone Haselich
Features: Full color, linen quarter binding, stitch bound, 192 pages.
Price: €29.90 (US) £30.00
ISBN: 978-3-89955-643-8

DIVINE FOOD
Israeli and Palestinian Food Culture and Recipes
Editors: gestalten & David Haliva
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 304 pages.
Price: €30.00 (US) £35.00
ISBN: 978-3-89955-969-9

THE GREAT OUTDOORS
120 Recipes for Adventure Cooking
By: Markus Simmer
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 272 pages.
Price: €30.00 (US) £35.00
ISBN: 978-3-89955-842-4

NORDIC BY NATURE
Nordic Cuisine and Culinary Excursions
Editors: gestalten & Borderless Co.
Features: Full color, linen quarter-binding, hardcover, stitch bound, 304 pages.
Price: €35.00 (US) £30.00
ISBN: 978-3-89955-642-1

DELICIOUS PLACES
New Food Culture, Restaurants, and Interiors
Editor: gestalten
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 256 pages.
Price: €35.00 (US) £25.00
ISBN: 978-3-89955-987-3

Contemporary food goes way beyond avocado and quinoa salads. Delicious Places presents the new wave of cafés, restaurants, and entrepreneurs that are writing a fresh chapter on culinary culture.

Dive into a new wave of food culture that celebrates daring concepts, inventive locations, and a fresh take on sustainable, hyper-local cuisine. A new breed of visionaries are offering unprecedented culinary experiences in restaurants, cafés, and bars around the world. Delicious Places explores 60 locations that infuse their menus with imaginative ideas and clever twists. Whether enjoying a fresh take on indigenous Peruvian cuisine high in the Andes mountains or relaxing in a floating sauna in a Swedish forest after a satisfying meal, food culture today is an immersive experience that appeals to all the senses. At the heart of this movement is idealism and a deep respect for the sanctity of ingredients and community.

Delicious Places invites you to delve into this new frontier of global gastronomy. Tantalize your taste buds, expand your horizons, and get ready for the future of food.

"Features notable people pushing food culture forward." WIRED UK

"Dives into some of the most exciting and inviting dining places." FINE DINING LOVERS

"If you display Delicious Places in your office, you’ll be making lunch plans by 9:30 a.m." FORBES
The Entrepreneur's Handbook

STARTUP GUIDE SERIES
The definitive travel guides that make you feel like a local wherever you go. Designed to be compact and collectable, these guides go beyond traditional tourist beats to make sure visitors get out the best of their stay.

MONOCLE
The magazine, Monocle, covers the world with its network of bureaux in New York, Toronto, Zurich, Hong Kong, Tokyo, and Singapore. This team's deep understanding of cities and all they have to offer has now been compiled in The Monocle Travel Guide Series.

Packed with city essentials, practical info, in-depth interviews, and insightful tips, Startup Guide aims to guide, empower, and inspire people to transform their business ideas into reality.

STARTUP GUIDE now has over 30 books featuring cities and regions across Europe, the Middle East, Asia, Africa and the US. Each guide has essential information about the local ecosystem, as well as insights, howto’s, inspirational case studies, and tips from entrepreneurs and experts.